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_PADUCAH DAILY REGIST
PADUCAH, KY., FRIDAY MORNING. MAY 18, 1906.

VOL e3, No. 14

Standard, Est AffrJ,

DEATH SUMMONED TELEPHONE
CEO. E. PHILLIPS PEOPLE OBEY

HoocE sun.
IS CONTINUED

Be Done For the
Time Being.

Passed Away Last Eve- Hon. Hal S. Corbett Says
Injunction Does Not
ning of Complicated
Hinder.
Ailments

Cheatham Hodge Was Not
Able to Come Here For
Head Action.

ALDERMEN BELL WANTS FIGURES

PROMINENT AND POPULAR MAN SIMPLY PROTECTIVE MEASURE

MRS, PRINCE LOST HER SUIT

BOND ISSUE
SEEMS BLOCKED

HIGHEST POINT.
The Thermometor Yesterday Went
One Degree Higher Than Any
Time This Season.

yesterday
thermometur
The
reached the highest point'llis season thus far, according to the registration made upon the official government mercury at the office of
Weather Observer William Borneioso shove the First National bank
at Third and Broadway. The heat
pushed the mercury up to 92 degrees. and Mr. Borneman stated this
was one degree higher than any
other period since last summer.
The heat was felt greeatly yesternotwithstanding quite a little
day,
HE BELIEVES AN EXPERT
breeze stirred all afternoon.
SHOULD FIGURE OUT THE

•
)

Looks As If Nothing Can

COST OF PLANTS.

Question Seems to be ThorPuinlY interesting to Everybody in all
•

SUIT AGAINST
CHURCH UNION
CONSIDERED

AS

FORMAI.LY

AFTER
GOING
TEXAS
STANDARD OIL COMPANY,'
St. Louis, May 17.- .".ttorney-Gen•
eral Davidson of Texas and Special
Assistant Lightfoot passed through
here yesterday en route to, Jefferson.
City, where they will confer with
Attorney-General Hadley regadin!(
Standard Oil prosevations which
they intend to bring showing relations between. the Waters-Pierce Oil 1
company and the Standard Oil compsny in Texas.
-- Owner Not Found.
Official Cow Catcher Rice has never yet found who owned the "jenny"
he took up several days ago out in
West End, so the animal will be sold
money turned into the city
and
K.
HENDRICK
HON. JOHN
MR. JOHN KIGER, FATHER OF JUDGE EVANS LAID STRESS treasury.
ON
TELETHAT
FACT
CHARLES J. KIGER, DRUG
SPECIAL JUDGE FOR SUIT
MUST
PHONE
PEOPLE
AT
DIED
R,
DRUMME
OF STONE VS. RAILOBEY LAWS.
WINCHESTER, VA.
WAX COMPANY.

Mrs. Maggie Calvert Expired Sud- Judge Asked Mr. Corbett Where
; They Would Like for Company
denly of Heart Trouble
to Put Poles, and He ReCalvert
Near

LOOKING FOR
THE MURDERER

Justice

Emery

Against
ored

Ben

Continued

Charge

Boyd, the

Col-

Baseball

En-

WRIGHT, COLORED,
BUCK
plied: "On Flatboat."
City.
thusiaat.
Tbe opinion; estpressed by Alder- FILED IN ILLINOIS PREWANTED FOR KILLING
that
indicates
men Bell yesterday
AN ANPARING
DYERSBURG MAN
nothing will be done by the municipal
Hal S. Corbett,
Hon.
Yesterday
SWER.
regret
d
widesprea
and
grief
Yesterday, in the ,circuit court, the
Deep
to
submitting
legislator, regarding
solicitor
city
suit of Kis. M. E. Head
the
is
damage
assisting
who'
voting
it
is
learned
when
of
today
will
prevail
question
the
people
the
Hodge, for $25,000
Cheatham
From
against
of
Harness
Set
Stole
by
Someone
instituted
plants
bonds for the ligHt and water
that last evening at 7:30 o'clock prosecute the litigation
was continued untiloiaext tertri on acuntil figures are procured showing Agreed C. P. General Assembly Will there was clair:-2.1 by death one o the ety of Paducah against the Cum
Presiding Elder Blackard—Brown
count, of the illness of Hodge, who
what it will cost to install- the two
company, stated
of InTelephonc
Outcome
berland
Await
and
prominent
most
's
the
commun'ty
and Wife Had Troubl.
is quite ill in Hickman county and
•systems by the municipal government.
Walter
well liked gentlemen. Mr. George E. that the refusal of Judge
could not attend. An affidavit to this'
junction.
'When the question as brought he
several days
Louisville
at
Evans
comlips
the
Webb-Phil
of
Phillips,
effect was sent here by his phys;fore the council, that of ordering the
to dissolve the temporary inuniveragd
was
He
mission
company.
of
Collins
cian, Dr. Craig, and the court
Chief
morning
a
to
Yesterday
ordinance submitting the matter
sally beloved by everybody who junction the telephone people got the police force received a menage granted the postponement until next
cona
17.—At
vote of the people, it was sanctioned
May
Ill.,
Decatur.
held him in the highest estimation, Adgaimst the city does not in any over the long distance telephone from fall.
by every member of that body, and ference of attorneys yesterday in the
as
his qualities were of that nature manner give the Cumberland people Dyersbury, Tenn., asking that a lookthe necssary bill ordered brought in. presence of Judge Johns of the CirThe jury brought in a verdict for
which made strong and devoted any rIght to go ahead with their out be kept for a negro named Buck
The council can do nothing without cuit court, it was agreed that the bill
complying with all
in the suit of Mrs. Fanny
without
'defendant
business
all.
of
friends
Might, who murdered another darky
satifiaction by the aldermen, and praying an injunction against the
other
all
like
laws,
the Mamie Central
against
Frince
municipal
the
at
this
away
Mr. Phillips passed
city the evening
when the proposition reached this tnino of the Cumberland Presbyter
asserted at that Tennessee
sued for damPrince
Mr.
Corbett
Ws.
nn.
Jefferrailroad.
corporetio
flog
his
mother,
of
residence
telebefore. The Dyersburg officers
latter board last Monday night, six Ian church with the Presbyterian
dis•
to
received
refusing
in
injuries
on
of.
Evans,
account
ages
Judge
that
illness
lingering
son street, after, a
the instructioa'bere, but did
members were present, leaving two church, U. S. A., should be considin
the
trestle
g order, notified phoned
from
restrainin
knocked
by
being
the
from
polite
(
arising
f
nature,
a
d
complicate
give
not say who Wright killed or
abesntees. Bell and Chamblin. Hank, ered as formally filed and a copy
peoWoo
telephone
the
the
that
of
North
lawyers
yards
the
C.
the
I.
that
fever
of
typhoid
a long spell
any of the particulars. His descripMiller and Farley favored briging in of the bill was given to judge J. M.
kept him abed for ten weeks last ple., if they wanted to place poles tion was given and the local authori- depot.
the ordinance and letting the people Gaut. of Nashville, who, with Judge
highways,
Palmer Hugh Cres, of Decatur, represent! summer. It was an unusually severe anywhere upon the public
a l000kout for ihm.
An appeal to the higher courts
decide the question, while
permission ties are keeping
for
to
have
apply
would
he
of
which
the
ffects
from
attack
was
taken by the plaintiff in the
Starks and Hubbard were against it. the Unionists.
and although fermi the board of works, just the
recovered,
fully
never
*
,
four
took
of
suit
the Mechanics' midi
it
present
With only six
These attorneys are now studying
to his business at same as before the injunction was
oved back Savings bank against Joseph L.
.
em
c
rdaiy
teOg
s
in
skye
linc
ColBa
Tote; for a majority to carry a point, the bill and expect to be ready for able to attend
Chief
an r0ttri4anneississiiseleseeisispbeinr'peodivision of three to a hearing on Friday morning when times, he was ever afterwards in
regular office, which is the Freidman. The bank sues on this,a•
therefore the
rile slid not abide by the menicipal into his
affected
finally
that
health
of
ill
state
to the left of the Kentucky ground that Friedman took money‘
one
three on the matter left it so nothing the court will convene. If they are
first
his liver. Since the first of the year laws' in this regard. all the attorneys
presaldermen
to the City. Hall. and applied it to his account against
the
and
entrance
could be done,
ready at that time the plea for an he was able to be at his office only would have to do would be to lay avenue
two he had been James Vlaholeas, when the sum
or
day
past
the
em decided to leave the proposition injunction will be heard on the
For
of the time. Finally. one month the matter before the judge who
part
present
rs over in should have gone to the hank which
was
headquarte
board
full
g
a
over until
merits of the case, the judge being since, his condition reached such i Would see that nothing but justice maintainin
The full board being eight, Bell and unwilling to grant a restraining state that he became confined at his prevailed in case the Cumberland Mayor Yeiser's °Ince wtile the paint- had a mortgage on Vlaholeas' stock.
Camblin would have to rote in favor order without a full hearing.
ers and paperhangers were decorat- The bank lost on trial several days
home in the Umpire flats on Broad- people evidenced a disposition to mg she police roona which is now ago, and yesterday when its motion
of the idea before the question would
Two override the Paducah laws.
Wait on Suit.
pray near Seventh street.
for a new hearing was overruled it
carry, as their two wits* consolidated
completed.
agreed
have
lawyers
union
The
would
appealed to the higher tribunal,
with Farley. Hanka and Miller
Continued on Page Font.)
(Continued on Page Frre.)
the assembly will take no acwas
Hon. John K. Hendrick
Harness Stolen.
make the five needed for a majority that
tion until the case is argued. It is
judge in the suit
special
as
chosen
of the eight.
of
Blackard,
W.
J.
' Presiding Elder
cxpected that two days will be
yester- of Theodore Stone, receiver, against
the Methodist churches here,
Now Mr. bell expresses himself 24 consumed in the argument. If there
s the Paducah Street Railway comauthoritie
police
the
day informed
being agaiast the idea of submitting is room at the courthouse the aspany, the regular juclgE being, disthe
during
that he found someone
it to the people, until services of an sembly will probably adjourn to hear
because he 111 interested in
qualified
harof
set
a
stolen
had
night before,
expert could be obtained to show the the case„ Among the complainants,
as legal. counsel belitigation
the
faminess from the stable behind the
officials how much it would cost for whose names are given in the bill.
going on the beech. Col. Henfore
Elevnear
Jefferson
on
ly residence
the city to build its own waten plant. are the following :Tenneliseans—
drick will try the action during vacaenth street.
and also to enlarge the municipal Capt. J. H. Fussell of Columbia, T.
The plaintiff • claims • the
tion.
furnish corn- A. Hsvron of Jasper, J. W. Parker IN ELECTION AT DENVER TUESDAY THE ONLY TWO VIC, light plant sufficiently to
railway company owes it
street
Officers Resume Work.
He said this was of Dyersburg, T. W. Keller of Knoxmercial lighting.
WON BY CORRUPT
as result of liability policies
WERE
ATIONS
money
will
CORPOR
BY
TORIES
Brennan
and
was
°likens Singery
necessary. and that when this
ville and W. T. Thmnaway of Jackissued for defendant.
plaintiff
fiuished
return to work today, having
METHODS AND A SLUSH FUND.
done he was more than heartily in son. Some of the anti-Unionists are
of .the plaintiff his remotion
On
full
on
taken
vacation
their week's
favor of passing the ordinance sub- opposed to the injunction proceedtrial was withdrawn
new
a
for
quest
this.
pay under the laws allowing
mitting the trotter to the voters of ings, among them Rev. J. D. Lewis
suit of Rudolph Streit against
the
in
the
of
out
visiting
is
Paducah. •
I of Tennessee and Judge F. M. PrenDenver, May 17 —Full returns of elected one of the three election MY Brennan
beck to
city. and if he does not conne
Mr. Bell said he believed it would dergast of Marshall, Tex.
the city election show that the sen- commissioners.
(Continued From Page 3.)
extended.
be
will
vacation
Other propositions voted upon work, his
timent for add against municipal
(Continued on Page Eight)
(Continued on Page a)
ownership is divided pretty evenly. follow!
For the purchase by the city of
The tramway company twenty-year
franchise carried by a majority of an electric street lighting plant.
365 in a taxpayer's vote of nearly Carried.
Franchise for the Union Pacific
thatoo. The gas company franchise
on wholsale business street.
Railway
sgo.
by
carried
The Municipal Ownership league Defeated.
Park improvement bads. Ile.
is preparing evidence on which the
Covington, May 17.—Caleb Powfranchises will be contested, it being feated.
STRANGE FREAK OF 'MATURE IN POSSESSION OF PADUCAH alleged that hundreds of votes were
Denver terminal franchise, to per- ers, now in the Newport jail, was
back to the cusLADY—EGG WAS LAID IN B ARN YARD NEAR MAYFIELD— cast for them by non-taxpayers and mit the entry into the city of an in- yesterday ordered
receipts were furn- turban electric line not constructed. tody of the Kentucky state courts,
tax
bogus
that
OHIO HEN ALSO DOING STUNTS IN FREAK EGG LINE.
following the mandate of the United
ished to voters by agents of the Defeated.
The municipal owneeship Pis
5rarre---Snprenre---conrt7----This action
cor orations.
say
agers
election
charthe
results
of
the
city
the
to
was taken at London, ssliere AttorNew York, May 17--Mrs. JefferThe amendment
One of the greatest curiosities ,flocking in at all hours of the day ter to compel rate reduction carried are as satisfactory as could be ex- ney General Hays appeared before son Davis, wife of, the president of
tier seen in this section :4a that at I and night.
,pected, owing to their short cam - Judge Cockran, in the United States the Southern Confederacy, who is
its, nearly 3.000 majority.
the home of Mrs. H. H. Huhn of I The egg is one of ordinary size
Ownership Leaguslpaign and lack of funds.
Circuit court, for the Eastern dis- ill at the Hotel Gerard, has suffered
municipal
The
/414 South Sixth street, where over and laid by'a common hen at the
t,ict of Kentucky and entered a mo- a relapse, and early today her conLoopo people have called to see it. Williams home near Mayfield where
tion asking that the mandate of the dition was said to be serious. DurThe unusual article is a hen's egg, thousands of people saw it before
Court of the United States ing the morning hours resort was
Supreme
dismissing had to the use of oxygen.
on which in raised letters is spelled Mrs. Hulin brought it here. The
In the Caleb Powers case,
the words very 'plainly, 1"There Shall word "There" is at the top, while
writ of habeas corpus cum
the
Mrs. Davis. who Is advanced in
B.' '11 War* and it has attracted right underneath it is the word
cautta, granted by this conrt and rehas been failing recently, and
years,
letthe
that
two
beneath
and
every"Shall"
from
Federal
attention
• •considerable
manding the case from the
I
weeks ago experienced art
Matteucci„
two
of
earth
scientific
study
about
17.—Prof.
termitic
It
Naples, May
body, while many excitedly express ters "B. B." followed by "War."
court back to the state court, he
which for a time
grip
y,
observator
of
of
Prof.
is
the
opinion
were
physics
attack
Royal
B.'s"
the
"B.
two
of
if
the
as
words
&rector
the
looks
sustained
as
believing
-themselves
Pled. This motion was
her friends. Later,
•
alarmed
volcanic
the
Jr.,
Harvard
greatly
Jagger,
that
the
A.
The
Thomas
telegraphed today
are at• timely warning. of some great meant for "be bloody" war.
on record.
noted
lid
marked imshowed
inis
however, she
geologist, who has just returned to
.eontroversy into which this country words are spelled very plainly in the activity of Mount Vesuvius
An order was then entered direct- provement, and recently was deis
Crater
main
he
study
to
where
went
the
Italy,
their
that
in
creasing and
side of the shell, resembling
is to be thrown.
ing United States Marshal Sharp to clared to be out of danger.
embossing upon discharging a great quantity of sand. Mount Vesuvius
take
raised position,
and
immediately
proceed
best
the
of
is
one
Huhn...
Last night there was a decided
Prof. Jaggar's chief object was to Powers from the custody of the
professor added that it was imThe
paper.
printing
known ladies of.the South Side and
exchange for the worse, and Dr. Wylie,
notes concollect specimens and
In order to preserve the egg the possible on account of rain to.
Jailer of Campbell county at New- a week or two ago While visiting
who was hastily summoned, re25
April
On
valcano.
the
eruption.
cerning
the
in
the ends plore
owner has stuck pinholes
port and deliver him to the Jailer of mained for several hours with the
'her sister, Mrs. N. Williams of four and blown out the White and yellow.
he climbed the edge of the crater Scott county at Georgetown, Ky.,
the
Possible to Reduce Quake Rieke.
direction
miles East of Mayfield, was loaned Many people in looking at it are
At his
with De. Tempest Anderson of Gres: where he was previously confined, to patient.
it
hat
17--T
by
Boston. Mass., May
aided
was
respiration
the egg by the sister, on whose plate quite uneasy for fear the words forepatient's
the
aritain, going actually inside
subject to the orders of the •Scott
it had been laid by one of the barn- tell something disastrous to this is possible to reduce earthquakes and rim, despite the fact that steam was be
artificial means.
Circuit court.
volcanoes to the level of ordinary still issuing. On the 26th
yard hens only a few days ago. Mts. country
Her daughter, Mrs. J. Addison
the
Powers will next be arraigned for
sage
to
and
insurance
and
her
for
with
risks
home
it
and her grandchildren, JefferHayes,
/Tulin brought
Somma,
climbed
Monte
scientiet
fourth trial for complicity in the
Davis, a student at
Hayes
son
showed it to some friends. It Is Albtabula Hen Lays Double jointed numberless human lives by a sys- ridge adjacent to Vesuvius, and the his
murder of William Goebel.
Princeton University, and his sister
needless to state that the ctreiosity/s
he
his
time
in
of
spent
remainder
Argare almoet constantly at her bedpieeence here became known qdickly
the morning and visiting the ruins of the towns am!
Quilts StOlen.
d
Mlay 17.—A Ply white shell egg in
commence
0,
people
of
side.
Ais tahttla4
and droves
s
of
ashes
and
dust
collection
making
the
egg,
afternoon a soft shell double
her
Davis
celebrated
Mrs.
flocking there to get a glimpse of it. mouth Rock hen belonging to Supt.
parties at riot) Broadway y'esterd'ay
of
c
examination
two parts jOined by a tube the size the microscopi
thick
so
Ashtabula
arrived
the
of
birthday on Monday two
eightieth
someone
children
that
F. S. Converse,
Harlan
'Finally the
Captain
new
many
to
glean
notified
expects
he
in
which
were
of a lead pencil. Two yolks
and fast that Mrs. ITulin had to stop Sailors' Home, has been laying two
stole two quilts out of the yard where weeks ago. On that day she went
one part of the egg and two whites
last
becomweek.
was
it
the
as
for a drive and contracted a cold.
during
eggs daily
exhibiting the egg
Font.)
ihey had been hung.
Page
d
a*
(Continue
other.
Recently the hen laid an ordinary In the
frig an annoyance to her2 the crowds
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MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP'S
HARD BATTLE IN DENVER

Caleb Powers is to Face
Jury For the Fourth Time

"There Shall B. B. War"
Is Prophesy On An Egg

MRS, JEFF DAVIS
SUFFERS RELAPSE

VESUVIUS' ACTIVITY GROWING

•

1

•

WOARTED COLONEL IS
UNVEILING
NEWTON NOT
- BY BRIDGES CITY MANAGER
CEREMONIES A CONTRACTOR
CINDER

AND

GRAVEi., BOTH MR SINGLE
TON TAKES THAT WOODMEN OF WORLD
HAULED DOWN YESTERTOI
PLACE WITH THE
GILBERTSVILLE
DAY FOR USE.
BREWERY.
JUNE 3RD.

GO WARRANT AGAINST HIM WAS
DISMISSED
YESTERDAY.

Looks as if the Contractor Will Not Contract to be Let
Today for the The Red Men Here Are Prepar- Ed Holland and John Turner Given
Need Full Five Days Given, to
Thompson Apartments—Canvass
ing to Initiate Large Class SecContinuances of the Gambling
start Work.
Nearly Finished.
ond Friday in June.
Charges—Williams Fined

--•••••

1.

••••••
IMMA

BALDWIN KANO•
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence..,.
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
Is a "Leader" for the dealer.

The specific instruction issued by ,Colonel Gus. G. Singleton
The Woodmen of the World at
Yesterday morning in the police
has acthe board of public works for Con- cepted the place of city representtive Gilbertsville are preparing for a court
J. W. Newton was .distnisse0
tractor Bridges to %immediately-etre for the -Paditeah Brewery
. 61 Tenth large 'unveiling ceremony to be con- -En tte charge ofdoing a contractors'
mence work on the Jefferson street and Monroe streets.
He takes the ducted there two weeks from next business without a license. It was
and Kentucky avenue sidewalks seems position this morning
at very hand- Sunday. June 3rd, at which time the claimed that Newton was a builder
to have had the desired effect pretty some salary, which was necessary as Paducah brethren
,
go up to partici- ot houses by contract, but he proved
quickly, as yesterday many loads of he is one of the leading
men in this rate in the exercises. Gilbertsville is he was only a carpenter, and not a
cinders were hauled to the avenue be- line in the country.
He handles the up the Tennessee river where Louis- contractor, therefore not required to
tween Fourth and First streets, also city business for the concern, which ville division
tracks of I. C. cross, pay a license.
a number of loads of gravel that is is the brewery the Messrs. Hoeber and the local lodges
Ed Holland and John Turner were
have secured
used in constructing the improved sold last week
to Messrs. Bergdol, the steamer Cowling, which will given continuances of the warrants
sidewalks.
Herman Friedman. Adolph Weil, \-701- leave here that morning at q o'clock charging them with gambling at the
It has been stated that the reason ham Katterjohn and others.
Mr. and reach Gilbertsville about noon. house of Jennie Ruff. who is the
the contractors did not start the work Singleton thoroughly understan
ds the The boat will carry the lodge mem- sweetheart of one of the darkies, and
down in the city is because cinders business and trade
and makes an ex- bers, and also all others desiring to had them arrested, on falling out
could not be procured, but the board ceient manager for
this deartment. go, provided they pay the fare. The with her lover. The other negro,
of works learned cinders were gotceremonies occur in the Provine Robert Diggs, has not yet been al..
ten for the West Jefferson street and
Mr. Rodney Thompson will today csmetery. at which time there will rested by the authorities who walk
Harahan addition sidewalks Ilridg.s award to Contracto
r E. F. Nieman, be unveiled the monument over the him on the charge of participating
is putting down. Therefore they pre- the contract
constructing the remains oi C. M. Humphreys' who in the alleged game.
af
Here Are a Few of the Latest and Best
sumed he could get them for the ave- apartment building the former intends belonged to the
Gilbertsville camp.
Henry Williams, colored,
was
nue and Jefferson street downtown, ercting .on
Washington between
fined $50 and costs for disorderly
Song Successes.
and it seems this can be accomplished, Fourth and Fifth streets.
Instrumental Hits.
Back From Hopkinsville.
It will be
C onduct.
as yesterday a number of loads were two stories high, contain
Nigger Loves His 'Possum
The delegation of Eagles of this
about four
25c Mistletoe Waltzes
put on the south side of the avenue Hats, and costs in the
ssc
What Has the Night Time to Do
neighborhood city, have returned from HopkinsPLEASURE
CRAFT.
Pig Ankle—Rag
between Fourth and Third streets. of $5,000. It goes
s5c
With the Girl
in the rear yard ville where they went and instituted
25C Hearts-ease—Reverie
while many
piles of gravel were of what is now the
15c
Thompson home the new lodge of this order. The Mr. Lamb and Friends Passed En Let Me See You Smile
25c Twilight Meditation
dumped there ready for use.
The on Fourth and Washingt
s5c
on, but faces new one started off with a memberMeditation — Song
25C Flying Arrow—Indianesqu
Route Bsck to Mississippi River.
board of works gave the contractor the latter street.
e
25C
ship of about sixty-five.
To Bohemia
25C Young Antelope.
until next Monday to get things start•
Mr. Lamb, the Keokuk, Iowa mil
ed down there, but indications are the
DON'T FORGET OUR roc EDITIONS—We
Big Class of Red Men.
Directory Po*.
have 4.000 pieces of the
iionaire. passed down the Ohio river
wor kill be well under way by that
President Smith, of the Caron Distandard and classical music, especially suitable
The Red Men's lodge of Paducah is
for teachers and PUPUL
yesterday en route from Louisville
date, as no useless delays will b rectory company,
of Louisville, left preparing for the large class if
to the Mississippi river aboard hi.:
tolerated this year like last, so "say th yesterday for home,
accompanied by thirty candidates they will initiate n!casure
boats Idler and Wanderer.
board members.
a number of his solicitors and can- the second Friday in June, at which
ti
The day before his nephew passed
Things were unusually active yes- vassers.
111.4 t.me a most important gathering will down on his outing
terday on the avenue between Fourth
craft. Summer
He left two men here to remain un- be conducted by the
brethren, Girl and Chaperon
and Sixth also, is seeming that the til sometime
e.
next week to finish some followed with a smoker and social.
Both boats had large parties of
force of laborers had been increased work and to
arrange changes made it
friends aboard, the owners having
for the storm sewers that are going business and
residence numbers.
Odd Fellows.
taken them for an outing. coming
down there.
After next weela only one man will
Last evening at the meeting r'f down
the Mississippi from Keokuk.
be here to note changes for the di- Mangum lodge of Odd Fellows, five
and then up the Ohio to Louisville,
rectory and forward them to Louis- members were initiated for the new
where they spent a day. ;out then
ville. He will remain until the direc- Mechanicsburg lodge, which has
started back home.
tory is ready to go upon the press. not yet gotten its paraphernalia and
The directory people have been other outfit necessary for the degree
here since sometime in March get- work on account of this the new
ting up information for the issue.
order got griMatim lodge to do the
A fine pleasure trip is offerred the
initiatory work for these mentioned
(Continued From First Page.)
people of Paducah Sunday, May
candidates.
Refused Position.
This evening Ingleside lodge of soth, by the steamer George CowlDepuay Unitie.d ..States ..Marshal
be unwise to simply pass an ordiOdd
Fellows meets at the fraternity ing. The boat leaves wharf at 9:3o
nance saying bonds should be voted Wade Brown yesterday announced building.
a. m. for Metropolis, and at 2 p. m
•
and then fix, say $250s000 as the num- that he had decided not to accept the
for Metropolis and Joppa.
White
ber to be voted, and if afterwards position of superintendent of th TERRIBLE TERRY TO
people only. Return' at 6:30 p. TII.
water
and
light
plant offered him at
find this not enough to put up the
FIGHT
BRITT Round trip, 25 cents.
plants, or too much. He desires the Wickliffe. Ky.
•
New York. May 17.—The World
expert to figure what good plants
FOR SALE.
Schmidtt's New Howe.
today says James Edward Britt and
can he installed for, and he is then
One large bell; fifty cork lifc
heartily in fawn: of letting the people
Yestanday there vkas kt to Con- Terry -McGovern signed articles yespeeserver
s, entirely new; C-ree steam
terday
for
ten-round
a
say whether the issue shall be floated tractor C. A. Coleman, the contract
bout at catchfor constructing the new home of Mr. weights, to be held at Madison whistles. different sizes; block and
or not.
The alderman said that personally Conrad Schmidtt. several miles from Square Garden on the night of May tackle of all kinds, and t,vo yawls.
he was against muninipal ownership (his city on the Mayfield road. The 28. The fight will be held under the Inquire of
at this time, because he believed the house will be a frame and cost sev- auspices of the Twentieth Century
FRANK WAGONER.
city had too many other important eral thousand dollars, the plans for Athletic chili, and will be the first
no & Second St.
things to looks after. He laid stress which were drawn by Architect 0. D. public ten-round affair in this city
since the repeal of the Horton law.
on the santary sewers that are, being Schmidtt.
One loving word for my friend toStraight Marquis of Queensberry day is worth a to
planned for the western portion of
-column obituary
the city, but on being reminded of 'Hon. John W. Moore. of LaCenter rules will govern the contest. Tim and a barrel of salt tear: when he
It is healthy
the fact that the city paid only forthe was in the city yesterday, and while Hurst is to referee
los dead tomorrow.
It is always ready for um..
work at the street corners, and the here formed a partnership with Law
It is a pleasure
abutting property owners bore the yers Crice and, Ross. The three will
Manager.
balance of the entire edst. he said that hereafter maintain offices here and at
The "Tribune," "Rambler," "MonII NANCE. It will not get sick or die
be was still of the idea this should LaCenter,. which is twenty-five miles GUY NANCE.
arch," "Imperial" and "Colonial" BiEmbalmer. It 14 ill save you car: fare
It will take you home to lunch
be looked after first.
below here in Ballard county on the
cycles are th.• best that can 'oe proIt will save you a doctor bill
Another official in speaking of the Cairo division of the I. C.
duced $15 up.
matter said only a few of the auThe firm name will be 'Crice. Ross
See our stock of Second HaaA
I
EXPERT REPAIRING.
thorities' were against the municipal and Moore," and the two former conbicycles.
ownership proposition. and that the tinue in charge of the .Paducah office.
PRIVATE A MBULANCE
"
subterfuge regarding sewers was a while Mir. Moore will have charge of
for Sick and Injured Only.
Cheapest house in town for Tires, Bells. Pumps, Saddles, cc. Re#
weak one, because, even if twenty the LaCenter office, that being his
member the place.
113 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
miles of sewerage was laid, the work home town.
at the intersections would not nost
telloore is recognized as rose of OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
OLD PHONE 699.
the city more than a few thousand the Most brilliant speakers and deep
NEW PHONE 334.
PAITICAH, KY.
dollars, as the property owners would lawyers in the state. He is former
r245 and nil North Fifth Street. Next to Kentucky Theatre.
have to stand for the ba!ance. Con- state senator from this district and
_ATOOMMII=MIM.MINIUMM
tinuing along this line, though, he could hold that position now if itc
asserted that it would be next fall desired, but he refused to accept the
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
before the plans for the new sewers nomination at the convention which
are finished, therefore there was not gave it to Wheeler .Campbell a year
the slightest chance of over a few or two ago.
bloClcs being laid this year of this
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental
contemplated improvement.
HEARST
WILL
IN
RE
and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSPending something being done
FIELD FOR GOVERNOR
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does
with the bond issue, the light plant
not become dark and discolored.
is to be fixed up with more machinery, Will Secure Nbmination from Indethy
. . . . tzr wrr--TErr. YOU ROI:CZ-ABOUT
mime
and b-uard of pen enrs and Ft
orce
im: ::
works will meet shortly to decide
self on the Democrats.
what is necessary in this line.
New York, May 17.--William R.
Alderman Palmer is chairman of
Hearst is laying his plans to be
the light committee for his board.
nominated for governor by an indeand has announced he would call the
WE ARC NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES
pendent convention in advance of
SOLE AGENT, 009 TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
IN WALLPAis
•body together for this purpose on rePER
THAT HAS EVER BEEN 0 FFERED.
Democrat
the
ic
gathering
.
turning to the city from a business
k.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS
A convention of the Independent
WE HAVE TCI trip. He got back yesterday, but
OFFER YOU.
League will be called in July, prob'being caned away again on urgent
awl
ably "in Utica. With Mr. Hearst a
business matters, will not be bacl
full state ticket is to be placed in
t1=1:1233tUttl=tttttittl====1
until Sunday, therefore the committe
Ale field. It is believed that the demeeting cannot be held until someFor the next few .days Wallpacision of the league will have a
time next week. The board of works
per
that is usually sold elsewhere
marked effect em the campaign plans
has notified the light committee they
at so cents per roll, we will sell for
of the Democrats and the Repubstand ready to meet with the 'others
zsc per roll.
at any time and take up the proposi- licans. who have bees planning to
hold
their
conventio
state
..Paper
usually sold at ioc we will
ns as ustion.
ual in September. If they should
sell
for
Sc.
One gentleman who advocates muadhere to this program, Mr. Hearst
....Paper usually sold at Sc we will
nicipal ownership, yesterday said
3 Horse Power Motor.
and his associates would have the
sell at Sc.
shat is was expetted everybody would
f
5
Horse Power Motor.
field to themselves for two months.
We carry a large and complete
heartily favor the issue, but that their
r 5/
1
4 Horse Power Motor.
It is intended by the league manline
of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
most sanguine expectations had been
8
Horse Power Motor.
agers to have an organization in
and Window Shades in all colors.
surpassed, as they never saw anyr0
Horse
Power
Motor.
every county in the state before the
thing taken to so strongly as this
A large line of roofing and buildI 200 Light Dynamo.
Hearst convention meets.
uroposition for the city to own both
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
Their attention thus far has beer
the water and light plants. People
devoted mainly to the cities. Friends
mutassumuummuunsuun
of all classes, who
heretofore have of Mr. Hearst say it is not his inevidenced little
interest in public tention to seek the
immnimImmusammmmmmsimm.
regular Demomatters of this nature, are talking
4.11
cratic nomination for governor when
ovenershin" strongly ev- the Democratic state
121-123 North
durth
t
convent;on
ery day, and educating their
neigh- meets, but they say he will then
bors npo the great import of the
have won over a large part of the
seething tiestion.
Democratic organization.
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D. H. BALDWIN & CO.

W. T. MILLER,Agent.
520 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY

Do Yu Like Music?

WE HAVE ALL /KINDS SHEET MUSIC

Harbour's Book Department.

Bond Issue
Seems Blocked

First-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.

SUNDAY RIVER OUTING

J. J. Bleich,

224 Broadway

PADUCAH, KY.

Williams

Will Sell You a Bicycle
On Easy Payments.

REASONS why you should
Ride a Bicycle:

GUY NANCE

Undertaker and Embalmer,

WILLIAMS

Green River Stone

John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.

BICYCLE COMPANY,

1

GREAT SALE

WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to 11-5 Broadway

We have on hf,mtfii
For Sale:

FOREMANBROS.
Novelty Works.

01 C. -LEE. 315 Bwai.
A

74

1
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HODGE SUIT
CONTINUED

er Thornberry for $1,250, propertyl
on the East side of Fountain avenue r
between

Harrison

and

Madison

streets.
R. S. Barnett sold to goses Mason
for $40. ,property on the North side
of Woodward street in Mechanics-

MY FIRST
CAPTURE

(Continued From First rage.)
borg.
_
_
By ALBERT BIGELOW PAINE
Wheeler sokl_to_ .litar-K.
Mamie
the city of Paducah. Streit got4sci
property near
klamagcs against the city because im- r:on Bacon for $600,
(Copyright, 19,35, by Joseph B. Bowles.)
streets.
Park
and
Tenth
water
proper public sewerage backed
In the electric light I saw that it
pver his property and damaged it.
Licensed to Merry.
Will not McGowan, though he rah fite
or.
r*age--dThs
—a-key into McGowan's 1%-iii.—d-O—
Today's Docket.
Moaged
the
Williams,
all
that
11.
to
James
cense
remembered
I
Effie
'limn
arc
The suits for today
'Harris, aged 22, Gowans were away for the summer.
lLeinh vs. Citizen's Savings Bank. 32 and Lillie B.
the city.
of
people
colored
I stealthily approached. I leaped
Edward
amid Freiberg and Italia vs.
his shoulders.
upon
Pearson,
Continued.
resistance—you're my prisoner!"
Warrant
"No
Boyd's
for
down
TF.2re are no cases set
Emerey
so," he grunted. "I'm it."
Charles
"That's
Justice
Yesterday
tomorrow, therefore when the judge
the
toward the jail. I had
marched
and,
We
June
until
over
continued
adSnishes this 'afternoon he will
but a week, and was
office
Ben
in
against
been
out
gotten
warrant
mourn court over until next Monday,
Parry proud of my first capture. He seemed
Manager
by
Bold,
colored,
take
to
provided he does not decide
baseball club, who inclined to be sociable.
op some other action in which Lloyd of the
"Pleasant weather we're haVIng
- hit life be
'threatened
oyd
B
-chitns
save
-to
;evenything---is -ready in order
the now."
down
turned
Lloyed
cause
" time.
I r;:rced Via' It was warm to.' May.
regro's pa:,* t.) Cie ba:.! g,rottne
"Great thing these electric lights."
witnesset
are
team
The
Vincennes
•
Butt For Divorce.
I assented to this, too, adding that
and they having left on
John Cashon yesterday filed snit in the cate,
were a protection to honest peothey
action is continued
against Rebecca Cashon for divorce, their circuit, this
ple.
that
on the ground that she deserted him until they return here in order
"Yes," he nodded, "the profession
during July, igoo. They married at they can testify.
hasn't much show these days."
I
Dresden, Tenn., September 21st. taw
We were at the jail presently.
Gave Bond.
and the defendant now resides at
halted in the lighted corridor, and,,
A. W. Lewis, colored, gave bond pushing open a door, stood aside for
'Memphis, Tein.

and

BY

bank's combination without hurting
the safe, and save the expense of Chicago experts.
The vice president was incredulous,
but willing to let the fellow try. If he
succeeded they would pay him something handsome. Of course it would
be impossible. Their safe was one of
the best. Even experts would doubtless use tools. Still, he might try.
Sands was picking beans when I
found him—Sefton Sands was the name
he had given me. He put down his
can to listen.
"I want you to do it, Sands—for me.
That bank was against me In the elec-

THROUGH
ORRESI'ONDENCE
BY USING THE

tion. I am likely to need them by and
by."
"What make of safe is it?" he asked,

as we hurried along.
I told him. He smiled.
"That's rather a different job from
those toy locks of yours."
"But you'll do it!"
"I'll try. Stranger things Lave t,
*petted."
We had reached the bank by this
time. Sands walked directly over to
the safe, merely nodding to the vice
president. The banker's smile was a
mixture of toleration and contempt.
"Well," he laughed, "I suppose you

can open it."
Sands laid his lingers on the lock,
but made no reply.
"Pretty good safe, eh?" sneered the

banker.
him to enter.
Perhaps Sands was a bit annoyed.
"This is your room. Hope you'll
Petition in Bankruptcy.
"Oh, yea," he admitted, pleasantly.
find it comfortable."
John G. Cairnee, engineer for the
"Pretty good old bread box; but I
brought here by
He looked about approvingly.
wouldn't keep cookies in it, if I were
Illinois Central, filed a petition in ego at Fulton. and
S. Marshal Wade Brown, "11m—southern exposure—head to you."
bankruptcy yesterday, giving $143.45 Deputy U.
'who charges Lewis with using a the north—very nice, thank you."
liabilities and no assets.
The banker flushed.
canceled stamp on a letter he
"Glad you like it. Anything I can
"Oh, you wouldn't! Well, I'll just
postoffice.
dropped into the
do further?"
give you a hundred dollar bill if you
Otsjections Overruled,
"I rise early—suppose you have me open that old bread box!"
Yesterday the referee overruled
DECREE called for my bath at seven."
Perhaps Sands did not hear him. He
the objections put in by creditors, GETS FAKE DIVORCE
I was going through his well-made was bending very close to the combinaprotesting against Thomas Reeves,
Wisconsin Farmer Learns He Was clothes. He was unarmed. His pock- tion knob, beginning to turn it with
of Ballard county, being granted a
ets contained a little—a very little— (his tapering, sentient lingers. SomeCaught by Chicago Sharper
The
bankruptcy.
discharge in
17.-'.'- Fritz change, and a small bunch of antk how we all became still, watching
Janesville, Wis.. May
list
not
did
Reeves
creditors claimed
Rock county farmer, quated keys.
those marvelous fingers as if fascinIcon in cash and a tract of land in Clements, a
those
with
"Couldn't do much
to town today and consulted
drove
The way they slipped and crept
ated.
bethere
but
assets,
his
scheduling
of Ryan & Oestrich re- things," I commented.
and hovered about the secret of that
ing no evidence to substantiate this. the law firm
"It is rather a poor outfit," he nickel disc wrought a spell of silence
he termed a "divorce
the referee overruled the objections. garding what
agreed. "Lucky I struck these free upon the little group of watchers.
Chiin
obtained
he
that
documentand recommended the discharge be
lodgings. I suppose I'm gctod here till Something in it all suggested the ca
t;kW) for $too cash.
granted Reeves.
court Mts."
stealing noiselessly upon its prey. It
Clements has been in this country
"Yes—second week in September."
the
married
was almost hypnotic.
Ian a short time and
Found For Defendant.
"Just tits in with my plans. I think
of
Presently the fingers hesitated,
mirth
Aackeer
Frank
of
daughter
court
•terdiy in the quarterly
I'll like it here first rate. Good sight." ceased. A wave of disappointment
Clements could not speak
favor (if this city
in
ighbsit
decided
It(l).
I
J
I went away, grinning at his assur- swept in upon me. A smile grew on
Si)
tin defendant the snit of David L. Froili•h n•ir his wife German,
ance. There was something free and the banker's face.
Clement
ided to seperate
,Van Culin against Nliss Emma Mor thv dekwestern about it that appealed to me,
For an instant only—the cat had but
en went to Chicago to see a friend
yam which was for stationary- plain•
I rose early, to have a look at him gathered for the final spring. So feat
met
evidently
tic;' claimed defendant bonght of him iihout hi- trouble and
by daylight. I listened a moment at
the fingers
game, as hi, supposed "di- his cell, then called through the little the eye could not follow,
In deciding in favor of defendant the t bunko
spinning to the
disc
revolving
the
sent
in
written
the yore(' certificate" is a fake
•‘1
grated window.
judge discharged the levy
right. An instant's pause, and a secrman.
"Seven o'clock!" I said. "You want- ond spinning, to the left—shorter this
itt aehment.
been
have
Clements and his wife
ed an early call!"
time. Then once more to the right—
living apart, thinking the paper was
The cell was empty.
Property Sold.
to the left—to the right—a slight
only
was
?wine, and his suspicion
I lxigan to have an uncanny feeling, clicking sound, and Sandi stood facing
Land lying in the county has beer
bought by the county of McCraciun :•'used when he revealed his sec- and wasted no time in getting out into us.
Clements does the morning sunshine. As I opened
from E. F. Adams for $6.25. and the !, t to a neighbor
"Your safe Is unlocked, sir. I will
deed WWI lodged for re - rd yester- not remember the office where he the door at the end of the corridor I allow you to open it."
was
in
the
on
sew that somebody was sitting
got his "decree." bin says it
ea- with the county clerk
•
•
•
•
•
stop. He turned just then, and I recF. M. Milburn transferred t,• (',rid- a tall building.
'
court
before
night
It was on the
ognized him. It was my guest of the
I went quietly down the
that
opened
night before.
His lamp was lit
"Good morning!" he greeted. "It corridor to his cell.
not see him.
could
I
in
looking
—but
was pleasant outside, so I didn't wait
the door.
for my call. I have been enjoying the Rather eagerly I unlocked
a note lay
and
empty,
was
cell
Sands'
sunrise."
ender the shaded lamp.
I only stared at him.
"Dear Sheriff, and Friend:—It grieves
"By the way, your locks are rather
to go without saying good-by, but
me
poor," he added. "You forgot to teave
J
me a key last night, but it made no I do not wish to embarrass you with
further responsibility. As it is, your
difference."
immediately
conscience may rest clear. I was not
The WesternEvangelist, a new pa- tverybody to leave
pulled myself together.
I
last spring;
published at Fulton, Ky , Cairo, after the benediction, and requested
ll
"Perhaps you'd better come in now," trying to enter that house
San Antonio, all the members of the church to re- I suggested, "and let me go over you I wished only to open the door of your
and
Ill , and Waco
Tsxas. is about the most strenuous it:Ain and receive some applicants for again for those skeleton keys. I ap- acquaintance. For reasons I will not
Will lOta
of all papers of this class. The edi- membership. The pastor stated that preciate the fact, that you didn't run explain, my supply of funds
tors and publishers are Sid Wiliam', said church was unlike other Baptist away, and I waat to treat you well, and temporary seclusion desirable. I
Brown, of churches, and that they didn't do but business is business. I'm the new needed quiet summer retirement where
of San Antonio, Jas
certain plans and exWaco, and Rev. T. J. Porter, of things like other Blaptist churches man here, and the public eye is upon I could complete
exercise for summer
light
change
The
that).
believe
truly
we
(and
pathe
from
me."
extracts
few
A
Cairo
one thing they did different to all
lie returned to his cell quite willing- board. You have treated me like a
per are given herewith:
receive ly. There was literally nothing on his gentleman, and in return I have only
not
did
others, was they
-What think you of a church withable to keep your garden in ormembers publicly,, but privately. This person that I could discover. I looked been
out a Bible? What of the preacher
and to oblige you in the little matwas a new experience to us, and the at him helplessly. He smiled—a Pleas- der.
v - ho in order to establish has sectater of the banker's sate, which, though
first time during our fifteen years ant, reassuring smile.
rian theory will deny the authority
"Don't worry," he consoled; "I'm having no wish to be in the public
ministry, that we had been invited
the Bible and say, 'the Bible is
likely to leave. I might go farther eye. I was willing to undertake at your
not
order
to leave a Baptist church in
request. The banker's reward will car•
not authority, the church is the
that the church might receive mem- and fare worse."
ry me to where I have reason to beauthority?' The church made the
a
to
submissively
quite
He
followed
communbers. We believe in open
Bible, therefore people should obey
across the Why, where there was a lieve there is a piece of art work need.
ion among Baptists and always en- cell
and
our
Lord
not
the church and
different pattern. ed that is likely to pay very well.
joy the fellowship of kindred minds. lock of an altogether
down my- Please keep the little bunch of an•
breakfast
We make no comment
your
His Christ?
bring
"I'll
But this is a free country and we
before tigues—some people might call teem
please,
go,
"Don't
self," I said.
sit present.
will only relate our experience with.
I come," and went out, carefully lock- keys—as a memento of our friendship.
out making comment."
They were only intended to unlock
ing the door.
"Let every power of the Sunday
Soon after I went to the window and your sympathy. Put with them, tot
yours
sch•el worker be engaged to save iSVSPENDED SIX MONTHS
looked down on the wide Ail yard, in contrast, the inclosed, from
children while they are In the SunFOR KISSING A WOMAN one corner of which was a vegetable gratefully,
"Sefton Sands."
day school, for after they grow older
garden. A man was weeding one of
and get out to associating with the Methodist
Real the beds. Then I stood stock still and
I shook the envelope and something
Was
Preacher
church members, they arc very hard
itazed. The man in the garden was fell out. It was a slender piece of steel
Naughty, in Opinion of Southwire, sharp at the ends, half circular
to reach.
.
rigrrhgauteawtas
in form, probably to fit some hiding
ern Conference.
my weird summer.
ap. I set myself now to solve this mys- Place. It seemed very stiff, yet
"A certain preacher, not a Baptist
been variously bent and
have
to
peared
17.—The
May
When
Ala.,
of
power.
his
Birmingham,
secret
tery—the
60 we are informed, is planning to
issue in the general confer- I locked him in his cell he showed no straightened. I worked with it for an
build what he calls a grand parish li.irning
and
straightening
TOME It no tong AS I WAS near. our— ndlng;
Said _Ixuilstingl—so—Site-house
of
was
lock.
It
cell
the
in
it
twisting
likebe
comwould
Absent for a moment, I
Sinith, today was the r
states, shall consist of he following elnirch.
clumsy fingers.
majority
to hear the Lawn mower, and would no avail in my
the
in
ly
contained
mendation
A dance hall, R
component parts:
imprisoned
should have remained
the itinerary committee extending look out to find him cutting grass.
-theatrical department, billiard room, of
tried friendship. I had installed through the ages had my release desix
I
to
four
from
limit
pastoral
the
a card
bowling alley, and perhaps
pended on that bit of steel.
years. When it was taken gp for him as a harmless eccentric, helping
-party department;„ That is whit they
A week later the papers were filled
to
now
I
proceeded
precipitated an earn- me for his board.
call a parish house, but we would consideration it
with accounts of the great burglary ot
pichis
Books,
stay
pleasant.
make
signed
report
A minority,
It was
give it a more suitable name and call est debate.
Metropolitan National.
by -fourteen members opposes any tures, a carpet and some furniture the
it the "devil's half way house." No
without parallel in the histoiy of bank
his
and
inI
in
quarters,
placed
were
comThe
limit.
the
extension of
robberies. A tunnel requiring montbi
one should be jealous of such a house
mittee on appeals - reported -affirma- vited him to my private table. His
but the saloon man. if we were in,
cultured
and to construct had culminated with I
tion of the suspension for six montha ponversation was usually
the *saloon business, we would begin
no
me
to Piece of lock work of such surpassina
clew
as
gave
but
Interesting,
of the Rev. W. W. -Hicks from the
skill that bankers, detectives and safe
to think that such an institution
secret.
his
Holston conference for "The repetimanufacturers were alike appalled. A
of
first
Sep.
week
would interfere with our business,
the
during
was
It
tion of an inffiacretion," it being Alvast sum of money had been obtained
of
our
cashier
the
local
that
but no one but the saloon man
timber
leged that he kissed a woman,
read these accounts with interest
should object, for really all such de• bank fell dead one morning, lust before opening time. Then it was found and rather guiltily telegraphed Banda
vices belong only to the saloon. Such
• PICAYURES.
that nobody else knew the combination description. Nothing came of it. Th.
an institntibn calf never hurt I
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from
released
yesterday and was
the county jail where he has been
days
several
since being arrested

of the

"Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time.
'

Underwood Typewriter Co.,

"What Think You of a
Church Without a Bible?"

18,

---Western Evangelist

0
Crta..

Biproifandi

Re-

PA.
Tell

•

1

church of Jesus Christ except to
When doctors disagree the tinder'bring a reproach upon the fair nettle taker whips up his horses.
of Christ,
The proper food for the feminine
heart is not *pelted F-A-M-E.
"It is said that we never get too
It takes two and a meddling out4
old to learn, and we believe it. As a sider to make a quarrel.
Baptist, we -have learned something
Even the bookworm will turn a
new. We attended a revival con- page occasionally.
Destiny is a decrepit old woman
ducted in a Baptist church. We
heard a woman preach. That was peddler who deals only in dope,
Because a literary man does fancy
aomething new to us, and also new
to the Bible. The new experience work is no indication that he is efwas as follows: The pastor invited feminate.

7,4!

of the safe—nobody but the president,
who was somewhere In London or
Paris.
Such a maker Is of importance in a
country town. I hurried over and saw
the rice president in his private office.
I did nOt go into details. I merely told
him that I had a fellow helping around
the jail who seemed to know a good

never captured, and
my conclusions may have been quits
absurd. Yet I have somehow always
connected the affair of the Metropol
flan National with tie "piece of art
work" referred to by Sefton Bands.
burglars were

deal about lecke. I added that of
course I could not -say as to his experience with combinations, but that he
Shemed to have a faculty for opening
such locks as I had been able to offer

him. Perhaps

he could

work jag

Battle Picture. '

M. Henry, a noted British
marine painter, has just finished a pie'
ture of the naval battle of Copenhagen
April 2. 1801. which covers an area 01
90 square feet, and. has on it Se pounds
of paint. The industrious arUst won
out SO brushes on It.
Thomas
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241 Broadway, New York.
Main and Fourth Sts., Louisville.
•
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big FAWN BICYCLIC catalogue
.liowin
line
iSICYLk;thR.
e TultitfteLmrhaeN ltl
any other manufacturer or dealer in the vc,rid.
from sr.. •
at Ger iirsce
or on airy 44ed
terver, until you have received our complete Free Data,
lotting
sting and describing every kind of high-grade and lomvade
b:cycles, old patterns and latest models, and learn of our remarkable LOW
PRICES and wonderful now offer' made possible by selling from factory
direct to rider with no middlemen's profits.
wr SHIP ON AppOOVAL
kora a ceut deposit?, Pay tbe Freight and
allow 10 Days Fres Trial and make other liberal terms which no other
house in the 'world will do. You will learn everything and get much vale
able information by simply writing us postal.
We need a Mika. Adiesse in every town and can offer an opportunity
to make mossy to suitable young men who apply at once.

DO NOT BUY A BICYCLE

$8. 0PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES 2J5'LY

as. Priem $
.50 per pair.
es Introdeoe
We Will Sell

Yon a Sample
Pair fop Only

$4----..8°

.80

PER Pal _

NAILS, TACKS
ea GLASS

WONT LET
OUT TNE All
(GASH WiT*I OMAR $4.66)

NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making No danger from THORNS. CAC-

?reties me tila refineserase
TVS. PINS, NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
••41" mad
"111"
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
and ••D,'Pe
ssirli
Mr'
=
So provost dm staging. This
be vulcanized like any other tire.
tiro will *atlas' any other
Hundred
Two
Thousand pairs ,Fres is seise, me. Over
ssaitis-11011T, ILLASTIC sad
ievenfy-flve Thousand pairs sold last year.
FAST AIDING.
9
iDEMORYPTumf. Made in all sizes, It is lively and easy riding, very durable and lined inimie
with • ap•-cial qual ty of rubber, which never becomes porous and which claws up small puactures
without clowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers stating
that their tires have only been pumped up once or twice in•wholesome.. They weigh no more than
an ordinary the, the puncture resisting qualities being given by several layers of thin, specially
prepared fabric on the tread That "Holding Back" sensation cottunciaty felt when riding on asphalt
or soft roads is overcome by the patent "Minket Weave- tread which prevent, all air from being
squeezed out between the tire and the road thus overcoming all section. The regular price or these
tires is RID pet pair, but for advertising purposes wear* making•special factory price to the rider
of only Salo per pair. All orders shipped same day tatter is received.' We ship C.O.D. On approval.
You do not pay•cent until you have examined and found them strictly in represented.
We will *lbw a sash distrouna of 5 per cent (thereby making the price sa.iie per pair) if you send
rert.L. CASH WITH ORDIER and enclose this advertisement. We will oleo send one nickel
plated braes hand pump and two Sampson metal puncture closers on full paid orders(thaw metal
pwture closers to be used :ii case of intentional knife cuts or heavy gashes). Tires to be returned
at OUR expires, if for any reason they are apt satisfactory as examlnatioo
We are perfectly reliable and money Dent to us is as safe as in • bank. Ask your Postmann.,
Ranker, iitzpreas or Freight Agent or the Rditor of this paper about us. if you order a pair of
these tires, you will find-that they will ride easier run faster, wear better, last longer and look
liner than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We know that you will be so well pleased
that when you want a bicycle you will give us your order. we want you to send us a small trial
order at once, hence this remarkable the offer.
,built-rap-wheels, saddles, pedals, _parts and repairs, and
00Asnrapaimials
everything in the bicycle line are sold by us at half tbensua,
prices charged by dealers and repair men. Write for our big SUNDRY catalogue.
but write us • palest today. DO NOT TIMM Off MUTING •
w
Do
bicycle or a pair of tires from anyone until you know the new and
wonderful orers we are making. It only coats•postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.

OT

L" 01111AN• ILL

MEAD CYCLE COMPANY,

ext toWashingOishos

-Trousekeeping is the care Of the
rnofft degpfre-d—CruciryTh
r- •
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro•1
duce. Unless, of course, you own a

Hot Water oriStearkSystem
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
rooms. Estimates free.

EdD.Hannan
Both Phones

201.

132 SOUth

Fourth St., 325 Kentucky A7ertne.

clucah Transfer Company
(Incor unratel.)

General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilitiesifor
Handling Freight, Machinery
4nd Household'aoods.

Office
arod and Monroe
Both 'Phones:

P. D., Fitzpatrick, Supt

••••••••.

that our country
issuing bonds for a water and lightl which proves
is TE
teeming with an unprecedented prosplant?
perity."
, Answef yes, or no. That's all at
alMilmonlmm
A Blow Badly Needed.
this time. If the aldermen are in
PUBLISHED PY THE
(Continued From First Page.)
(Shelby Sentinel.)
the question to
g
submittin
of
favor
CO.
APER
rezWISP
REGISTER
F. Peak de(Incoroorated)
the people, then the next question to "Circuit Judge R.
udge Evans, passing upon the mua body blow to the Louisville
I:vered
aroadway
take
323
will
muodang,
it
money
to dissolve, informed the attorAt Register
titan
• decide how much
manner of- conducting elections in
own a water and light his charge to the - grand jury at 14" that he would lehd his kind
to
city
the
for
The offices to settle the controversy,
JAME'S E. WILHELM. President. plant, pass the ordianee and the matLawrenceburg last Monday.
which he hoped they would amicably
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
one—too
expansive
an
is
subject
people.
, adjust. During his remarks from
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary. ter is up to the
we fear, for a country jury,
The people ane not fooled one bit much so,
the bench he said that if M Corwhose scope has been confined herePaduof
postoffice
if
the
and
at
evasions,
Entered
+ben
andAl_te city solieitos would get
subterfuges or
.
by
ore to crap shooting and violaof public works to desigcah, Ky., u second-class mail matter. any alderman is opposed to letting sr
board
the
•
tors of the whisky laws."
at
what points the telejust
nate
he
question,
the
on
85.no the people vote
One Year
people
could put down their
phone
Unanimous.
2.3o need not beat around the bush, but
poles, he (Evans) would
Six Months
make a
(Maysville Ledger.)
145
Three Months
order compelling them to do
court
come out flat-footed and say so.
.zo
"Sir Jonathan Williams, of treat ,this. To this Mr. Corbett replied
aldermen
One Week
Every one of the eight
after years of investigation
Britain,
the
that he wanted the company to put
are either for or against giving
in all parts of the world, says the its poles upon a flatboat and haul
Anyone failing to receive this paper • ,
on
voting
of
ty
opportuni
purest of all English is spoken in
regularly should report the matter to people the
do Kentucky. Thanks. Sir. Johnatha,n; them out of town, as they were
The Register office at once. Tele- the question, and all they have to
naked trespassers upon the streets
'KentOkhow and come to think
phone Cumberland 318.
'of Paducah,-ond had .not -the slightis- to -vote, so—the.people may see,
ianS do. have. a Way :OritistIkkirittii ,
est legal right to use the public
they Oland.
they can be understood--4ven by an
thorough fares." Judge Evans told
Englishman."
be a

HONE
PEOPLE OBEY

I
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The Pole Nuisance.
Friday Morning May r8, 1906.

pole
We candidly •belive that if the
using companies could have their way

about it that the streets of Paducah
would be so covered with poles that
look like a forest. The
The Sun undertaloes to create the they would
rs are crying out
newspape
the reason the side- pubic and
The Sidewalk Contracts.

impression that
walk contractors began -work out on
Jefferson street instead of finishing
the work begun last year down in the
city, was because they were short of

g
for Greater Paducah, and demandin
the
to
add
to
things
other
parks and
hardcity's beauty, when it takes the
board
the
by
e
imaginabl
est work
comof public works to keep those
.
sidewalks
-the
up
fencing
panies from
to
is
problem
this
to
The solution
city
pass an ordinance entitling the
by
occupied
ground
to .tental for. the

pRINTING

State of Affairs.
'Tour police and fire departments
seem to hold each other in supreme
contempt." observed the visitor In
Plunkville.
"Well, yea; there is a little feeling
of that sort," acknowledged the native Plunkvillian. "You see, our police station got robbed about a month
ago and a week later our fire engine
house burned tiown."—Chicago Sun.

THAT PLEASES

Huh?

Phones:

Miss Pounden-Thump--You're not a

music lover, I'm afraid.
_
Mr. Foote-Inuit— Indeed I km.
What makes you think I'm not?
Miss P.-T.—I thought you looked

NEW-

4 20

bored while I was playing.
Mr. F.-J.--I may have looked bored,
but I do love music. — Cleveland
Leader.

matthe lawyer that this would
;ter for decision when the litigation
Baseball and Oratory.
. I came to trial and evidence and law
(St. Louis Republic.)
was introduced.
America's great public is hardly inIn overruling the motion, the court
tellectual enough to suit our dear
laid particular stress upon the fact
r.nd distinguished friend, Norman
that the telephone people must obey
Hapgood, who observes that althe municipal laws just like any
though thousands upon thousands of
cern.
otherscon
men will sit on burning and backless
Mr. Corbett said the existence of
bleachers and watch a ball game day
this injunction does not in any way

OLD-

202-R

Rejoicing.
I sat

behind a thiater hat.
And as I heard the way
.TheactorsAalked,how glad I.as
I couldn't zee the play.
—Puck.

A CHANGE OF PROGRAMME..
t• 4

'4'

4-1-404-444-++.44.4+++++++4•4-0.‘i

Back of every Policy of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands
The First American Life insurance Co. The Company that
HAS EARNED MORE
for Policy-holders
HAS PAID MORE
to Policy-holders
AND HOLDS MORE
for Policy-holdqrs
Than any other Compay in the
....World...
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not
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order
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whether
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that
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Orators serve some good purpose.
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should
n" or anchor planted doubtless, but in the old days whee lowed to continue prosecuting in the
on the latter named streets that work every "deadma
there was abundant oratory knd no
Mike—It's always the unexpected
court here the lit%igation instiwould now be complete. and the pub- id the sidewalks.
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'appens. Last aight I went 'ome
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from
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concern
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If this is done the
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lic and merchants enjoying the benethe missus woull 'it me with
thinking
city. The court simply issued this
panics will quickly get together and
There is something to be said for
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the
fits of the improvements.
and
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both
wherever practic- the view that Americans are not in- order which protects
Jock—And she didn't?
The Sun states that the contractors use the same poles
telephone company, and does not
of the poles tellectual enough, but that intellecMike—No; she 'it me with the flathalf
one
about
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the
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tieve the latter from
offered to use sand in place
in
tual
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this
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aad an old hoot. Wot Is • man
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now and the time the
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to do,
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n
injunctio comes
it comes
is perfectly true that oratory is permanent
fuskad to let them do so." That state- th.e cry until
Yesterday, Lawyer Con' tt exons, and then rapidly declining simultaneously with
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public
the
with
An Achievement
ment is not true.
pressed himself as believi le the
"Knociaers," the rising. popularity of baseball.
simple truth to tell,
language,
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song
the
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before
come
The matter did not
city has no possible show in the
He must have stt.,ied :ong and well-.
s
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it
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that
possible
the
convinces us that
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world of losing the litigatioe, as the
board at a meeting, but the city eng- winch almost
A complicated
in order are at any rate too smart to en law and facts are entirely t '0 plain
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but
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s"
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individuineer called on the members
—Wastangtos star,
courage bores?
setporary
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There
upon the subject. In this
ually and asked authority to permit to boost the corporations.
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of
Commonpiace.
size
the
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no
sand
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in no
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come
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of
case
the
of a monument h&.s she
sort
"What
get
corporations
which the engineer claimed to be bet- Paducah where the
manner, and will not until 'he ques- chosen for her late husband?" •
in
they do
tion of a permanent issue is placed
"A university."
ter and more expensive to the con- more and pay less, than
furnnuisence
pole
the
and
of
"A university?"
before the judge.
city,
board
this
the
tractor, two members of
"A university."
Mr. Corbett says there will be no
;Asiatic works granted the engineer au- ishes some of the evidence of that Three-Year-Old Tells
"How lacking In distinction! I looked
Weird Story trouble in getting the matter dethority requested, and we learne.1 fact.
as Parent is Laid in Grave.
in favor of the city, and if to her to hit upon something which
cided
It miglu be well to let up on the
yesterday that the other member deJudge Evans should not do so the would be not only costly, but out of the
of -Boost" for a reason and
and
cry
17.—A litigation goes to the supreme court cedinary."—Puck.
Cambridge, Mass, May
el ed to authorize the change,
''ghost story" that has many unusual of the UnIted States, as he will
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Something Doimg.
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"How
everyof
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"Oh. he is doing nicely, thank you.'
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positive orders for
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lic works issue
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ro It Now.
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this "Do It Now" motto?
(Continued From Fi-•t Page.)
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Charge Pole Rental.
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The boy is Walter Landry and his origin of such
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up somc.inio—if I ever git
it
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Would Forecast
Judge.
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Kept Death From Child.
:n pain —"
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human
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as the streets belong to the pe7e,
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Boy Sees His
Mother's Ghost
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pit #

Vesuvius Activity Growing

BE WISE AND GLIT A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRESFIRSTENT ONES PUT IN
WE DO THE
CLASS ORDER
REPAIR
FIAEST KINDS OF
WURK ON ALL KINDS OR
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.

Had there been such
eeny!
Miss O'Connor. "and
tery," said
The city of Hopkinsville seetnis to
they are entitled tt% rent for the space
existence anywhere. in his opin•
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the
in
alone
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I
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disasters resulting
used by those companies in carrying have solved the' weed question.
She—Oh, that would he 1,r.ta 4. of
house. I was tidying up the place ion, the
Pelee, Mount course—Judge.
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Japanese
three
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'hand across the room to the
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Fan Francisco to investigate the
"There's Mamma," He Cries,
the earthquake. •

'yes, or No, Is the Question.
effects of
" 'See,' he cried, 'there's mamma.'
Alderman Bell Is quoted' as saying
Prof. Omori said his observatory
canest men on record
•i
( ne of the
ere 1
ii
That he ts Itels4relLeir•solibelittioe
W
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is .the know' in Hudson,
was nothing there, but the little
• 1 - T reached Tokio both across the
water and light bond proposition to
!Ma a,phOnograph -in his hen ItatIse• persisted.
'Pacific and around the reverse side
a vote of tlke people. latiknot until 4,e
"'Yes, it's mamma,' he, cried.
ha-s a cackling record
The time of the beher of the world.
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:"Ifer dress is all yellow and
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Hello. 'ginning of the earthquake record in
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She said.
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time),
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business.
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.t • ,
stairs."
near!y 'laying themselves to death
five hours. The earthquake was
council ter' deride' at 'this time is
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there is little dpubt, for it appear' Japan, and Osaka arid Kobe.
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++.1
plant and a water plant...for that 'has
Prohibition Party of Xentuck31— Inter than May 28th. 1906. Rate for
nothing to do with the:question of
It Does Seem Reasonable.
Meeting at Louisville May 31st to fond-trip $5 ae, which includes ad(Uniontown Telegram.)
sithmittinas the question•to the people.
June Isis—For this occasion the !M- mission to the Ryman Auditorium.
oner
commissi
food
state
"Ohio's
orals Central railroad has authorized
If it does, then Alderman Bell it only
tion among a reduced rate of one and one-third
consterna
wrought
has
between . meloin favot of giving' the PtOple a vote
The difference
certain mannfaeturers of soda water fare plus es cents' for the round trip
provided the expert's opinion suits syrups by announcing that Ilene- on the certificate plan. Delegates drama and real life is this: In meloadventuress in the
him. Certain aldermen persist in at- forth 'fruit flavors' must be flavored should purchase one-way tickets at drama the
always gets what she
dress
strangled
full fare and procure a certificate
tempting to confuse the people as to with fruits."
and in real life she always
deserves,
, ,when
from the ticket agent, whichtheir attitude on this matter.
doesn't deserve.—Nee
Alone.
Enough
meet- gets what she
the
Well
of
Let
by
the
secretary
signed
,
Picatme.
The question Wore the boird
Orleans
(Grayson Tribune.)
;incr. will entitle him to one an4 oneThe flowers of fame usually reach
aldermen is a siniple --vitttstienjto in
Never before has there been such third fare plus 25 cents, gooll rees
in the form of crosses and harps
lntclligeiit mind, and it is this: Are a scarcity of hands in all lines of turning until Nee eth.
end
other fttnerat designs.
J. T. DONOVAN, AFient..
you in favor of the people voting on emplovaent. It seems to be general,

As Arranged.

OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
WE CARRY •
MODERATE.
COMPLETE LINE OF BEAUTI•
FUL JEWELRY.

J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler
428 Broadway.
PHONE 772-A.
111

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

First Indu,Kicket—Hire he (aryl.
Sold at
now
Yoe
Second Pickpocket—Ail O.
Gray's Buffet
Seel a watch on '1:u whi! I tato! a
Pa:nier Home Bee.
I
a-scat off 'Ito!

4

A. Lagumarsino.

Tistirconial.

"I'm told that Dr. Yartel'egIe's
medicine ;A re:_haty eexal ter raeurr atism. What do you think t.botit

NOTICE.
Lust of new subscribers added by

seemed to thrive on It." ---f'hier.!;ci

party today;
2232—Tandy, Betty, Res., taw Ky.
Perfectly Cafe.
Ave.
safe
Him --I wonder if It wotili
2501—Taylor, Ella, Res., 634 S. 9th.
for me to steal a kin?
2641—McKinney, A. N., Res., 1 4th
Her--Oh! how can youasksuch s and Monroe.
helpless and
question when I am
2645-a—Grant, W., Clothing beim.
alone'!—Cleveland Leader.

il ls

219 S. :7th.

4343-m—Epperson

J. H.,

prIl

S.

Unexpected Surplus.
6th.
The Barber —Shampoo' No— Shall
Like other cominoditlea telephone
I singe the ends of the hair?
it
should be paid for according
as
look
service
I
i)o
y,
elderly Party—Sa
to its North .4nd. rillue.
I had hair to burn?—Life.

We have in the city over 3,000
litibscribers or five times as many as
the Independent Co.; ouside of the
Y—Why not?
City and within 'the county we have
"Because he's always(MSS Ideaddir 63 times as Many subscribers as the
away."—Cassell'a.
Independent Co. Yet we will place
fl telephone in' Your teeidence at the
What Did H. ExpoeXT
rate the Independent Co. is
same
on
a
going
peke
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TWO THAT PERFORM REGULARWoods.
LY BEFORE AUDIENCES.
• said a Philadelphia woman the othCanaan woods have been
desec
rated
,
Eighteen Eg);s Pried Were Only
Air day:
an the guides and residents of the provAnimals Seem to Enjoy the Fun as
ince believe. They have
-There ic one peculiarity about womAppetizer and Far from the
been opposed
er b New York which must strike any
to the invasion of hunters,
Much as the People Who Witness
&mom —GreatDestroybut when
-et:anger coming to the city.
a moving picture machine
the Performance—Variety
ers of Food.
was brought
into the sacred preserves
"At lace, and in most other places
Will bring pleasure to your
of Equine Tricks.
Will be keenly appreciated
of the woods
I have visited, a woman feels almos
The men who do the hard work and they felt that all bounds had
t
after a trial by people who sufhome
durin
been
g
the
long
sum'well dressed if only ler gloves and breathe the br Icing air of
The intelligence displayed by many
down east passed.
fer from headaches—severe or
shoes are new and really smart look- have never beta Mated for
mer evenings. They are runThe Canaan woods, a
delicacy or
vast tract in of our animals, both wild and domesmild, occasional or
chronic.
'xig. In New York that evidently is whimsicality or anet.ite; but
some re. the heart of New Brunswick, probably tic, is surprising. Dogs and horses, ea
ning now at our store. Come
They never_ fail to
not the ease, at least so far as the cent exhibitions of food destr
conta
ins
pecial
more
ly,
from their long association
moose than any other
uction
in and hear them.
'footwear is concerned.
have excited the wonder of the natives tract of the same extent in the
Then
world. with man, and because of their natural
ONE QUICK
Some weeks ago a party
"Have you noticed it? Even very and the admire ion of visitors, says
tempe
ramen
t,
can
be
taugh
t a great
you'll Want one.. Big selec
came here
a
'swell dressed women over here wear Bangor (Me.) rs ;sort.
from Boston in a private car
RELIEF.
and there many interesting and beautiful tricks,
tion of records.
"dor shoes. When they are not shabby
7/v other niL;lat a tall, gaunt man was much speculation concerning
says flit. Nicholas. We have all seen
the
Easin
the
g
pain in a very few
and broken they are of poor last and wandered into a Bangor lunch room
uses of a queer looking mach
,
ine that dogs carrying bundles, papers, or bascneap leather.
and after scanning the bill of fare for formed part of the outfit. Dr.
idinutes.
Heber kets along the street, and know how
"And the fact Is the more remarkable Some minutes, hesitatingly asked for Bishop, a railroad man, of
- MIX2111,12026.
—..ril
Boston, who faithful they are in their charges.
4
because I have never seen men more some fried eggs. He ate what
was has visited the Canaan woods regular- neither stopping to play with others of
extravagant in their footwear than set before him, and liked it so
well ly for several seasons, was the leader their kind, nor allowing any one but
those of New York. The neat time that he ordered more. then more
and of the party, and with him were R. E. their master to relieve them of their burefoe are in an elevated train or stree inoFe, and so on until be had oonsumed Follett, head of the New
England Fish den. Other feats that these faithful
t
JEWELERS.
csx observe the row of feet oppos
six
order
and
s.
Game
assoc
iation; C. Everett creatures often perform are: "Begite.
The men win atmost without exception
As they serve f 'ed eggs in that Johnson, F. T. Marion, artist
"roll
ing over," walking and dancen Broadway.
, and G. ging,"
DRUG GIST
be well shod, and there will
orders comprised W. Bitzer, of New York, and Harris B. ing on their hind legs, and jumping over
be 'gulch room tht
glirripees of the rne.! beautiful thing 18 fried eggs, 1Z slices of bread and Coe, of Boston.
stick
or
s
throu
gh
arms.
Horse
the
s, bes
In connection with the best FounIn silk and embroidered socks appear- six cups of coffee. When he had finsides performing many feats which art
"Must be one of them Getting
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
guns,"
ing above their shoe tops; while the ished, the tall man, who was from said Charley Coates, viewi
taugh
them
t
often
,
show
consi
derab
le tain service, Zaob
ng a strange
Hayes has added'a
*stylishly clad feminine foot will be Prince Edward Island, carelessly re- piece of apparatus. Charl
intelligence in unfastening gates or letTELEPHONE 63.
ey's opinion
marked that he was not feeling very was accepted and loud
conspicuous by Its absence.
ting
down
bars
so
that
escap
fine
they
e
may
line
of
murmurs of profrom the pasture.
"I don't know whether it is that the well that night, and as he didn't fancy test arose, until it was expla
ined that
'blew York woman considers a five-dol- the boarding house grub he had come the strange thing was a
One of the most beautiful feats that
moving-picture
lar shoe an unheard of extravagance over to town to get something light to machine. The party proce
I have ever seen performed by horses is
eded to Jim
or whetter she is a poor judge of foot- tempt his appetite.
the high diving by "King" and "Queen."
Ryder's camp, far back in the
woods
The captain of a coasting schooner on one of the lakes.
wear. But whatever it is, I prefer the
These two beautiful animals were reeled
oliatashioned
Mr. Follett and Mr. Johnson spent on a western American farm. They are and will sontinue tb keep up the repPhiladelphia opinion In the port of Bangor told his cook to
both snowy white and perfectly formed.
Office with Dr. Rivers & River
that a lady is known by her hands and buy a roast of beef, some beefsteak and one night in a crows'
utation our fountain has for magnifinest calling
s, x28
some sliced ham, together with a cab- moose. About daybr
King has dark, lustrous eyes, while his
(set more than by anything else."
eak one of the
North Fifth, Both Phones
cent
Ice Cream. Don't forget.
bage and other vegetables and four guides hurried into
mate
has
light
-blue
335,
ones; both have
the camp with the
Residents* Boo Liay, u,.
dozen eggs. The cook did as he was news that moose
Phone t6g2
were answering their pinkish muzzles, and both are-kept imHER BUSINESS ABILITY.
ordered and served the roast beef for calls. The pictu
clean
and
carefully
re machine was hur- maculately
groomed, as such valuable animals
Piano Deal That Netted Resourceful dinner.
ried out to the crows' nest, but
JohnThe captain ate until the platter was son and Follett had
should be.
Wife One Hundred
already gilled a
as bare as Mr. and Mrs. Jack Spratt 1,200-pound bull,
It Is said that they were both kept in
measuring 54 inches
could have made it, and then looked across the antle
pastures on the opposite sides of a river
—DENTIST—
rs. They went through
,
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY
Senator Platt, in* humorous speech up expectantly and asked:
the motions of killing the huge.anima the bank on the side on which King was
l kept being
"Where's all the rest o' that truck?" again for the
TEL. yeje.
high and overhanging the
was praising woman at a dinner party
benefit of the picture
Traahart ItesSlkagg.
"What truck?" asked the bewildered machine.
water. both animals had always show
"And her business ability!" he ex.
n
a
fondn
ess
for
claimed. "Only the other day ths cook.
the
water, and one would.
Dr. Bishop had even better luck;
he often make
"Steak an' other stuff," replied the was paddling in
the plunge into the river &L POOL.
young wife oi a young friend of
a birch bark canoe
L. O. SIZPULENSON.
miat capta
in.
said excitedly to her husband on ho
with two guides when • moose came and swim across to Join its mate. From
"Why
watch
,
ing
I
suppo
this performance was con'return home:
sed you wanted those swimming toward the craft
around a ceive
thing for supper, or—"
d the idea of training them to-ex" 'John, I have made more mone
point. The picture machine happe
y
ned
hibit in public, an idea which was car"Supper be hanged!" roared the skip- to be set up
than you to-day.'
on shore, and an excellent
ried out with the greatest success.
" 'How much have you made?' he per. "Get something else for supper. picture or Dr. Bishop killi
ng the aniWhen you buy grub for dinner cook mal was taken
A "knock-down" staging was conasked.
. This was his twentyBOTH TMOKES
structed, and is carried about with
it,
an'
don't
be tryin' to starve me to eighth moose. A mile
"'A hundred dollars,' she said
the
sokses S TRIED &T.
of film was ex- horse
NO.
xi°
death. I'm no vegetarrier!"
s and used it every performance;
aroudly.
posed, making between 40,000 and
60,it has an incline of about 30 degrees,
Down in Calais they tell of a man 000 single
" 'Good, good!' cried the young
and
pictures.
the top is about 30 feet above the Water
erpo got up hungry the other morn'man. 'And how did you make
it?'
+mei+
about two feet below (be top platf
ing and hunted around for 'something
" 'Weil,' :AIM the young lady,
orm
4-~4111440110111HIshishv
•
!poi to
gHlINSHIONit
Is a small one, on which the
eat. He boiled and ate 27 eggs, and
QUE
know my old piano that yeu only
ER
PARI
SIAN
horse
RES
s
ORT
.
paid findi
place
their feet just before making
ng that they were good fresh eggs
4300 for? I sold it to-day for $400.'
• tried and ate
the plunge; This is so that their
19 more, winding up with Restaurant Where the "Arborea
"'Gracious, and what are you
bodies
l"
going a quart
may take a more vertical position, and
of mixed pickles and seven
to do with all the money?' he asked
Tend
ency
of
Man Is Ca.
that they may strike the water with
biscuits.
" 'Oh, there isn't any money,'
the
tered 'To.
she
least resistance.
The smallest sailor man who ever
said.
They require about 12 feet of water
sailed out of Bangor, Little Johnny
" 'Eh?'
A shrewd but unscientific perso
n In which to make their dive.
Mills, was famed for his underdeck
— YrLi !:ne. I Fold the piano to
They are
once
compl
ained
a drei- capac
that Darwin had most often
ity.
shown at places where
One day on board the omitted fro
er, she explained. 'He gives me
mills "Descent of Man" one there
a hew schooner
is a natural body of water for the
Ruth Darling he ate his own of the
012e for ja00 and allows me
principal facts which would sup8400 lot dinne
purpose; but frequently a pit Is dug, and
r and also the share of two other port
the old one. Haven't I done well?
his
theory of an "arboreal ancesit members of the crew
the bottom is covered with canva
who had gone tor," and that
you'd stay home and let me :lin
s
was the inherent pro- which is
your ashore and failed
filled with water, and in this
to
come
back. Then pensity of mank
business for you, you'd grow
ind to climb trees, says improvised
rich. as he sat on the
tank they do their "stunt"
rail smoking his pipe, the New
Think, ape) a day! That is
York Tribune.
over $300, John
twice daily—in the afternoon and evenny astonished the cook by saying.
000 a year.' "
Whether this proclivity shows
de. ing.
"It's poor grub and little of it ye
scent from some simian ancestor
who
have
aboar
The two horses are stationed at the
d
o'
this
one.
It's
close
-MARYLAND'S OLD VOLCANOS
"nightly climbed his family tree,
and point where they are
steerin' a man has to get a bit an' a
to leave the waon the top reposed," one may
leave ter, and one of them usual
sup."
Three Peeks in Western Moun
ly Queen first,
Darwinians and anti-Darwinians to
tains
de- is led to the foot of the inclin
"Why, Johnny, what more would
Found to Be Metal-Bearing
e. With a
side, but the fact that "Robinson,
" the toss of her head, she quick
you have on top o' that big b'lled dinW1THly rims to the
Volcanic Rock,
extraordinary Paris suburb of dwell
- top of the staging, looks over
ner" asked the cook.
to see if
ings and restaurants In trees, has ex"Oh, well," replied Johnny, as he
the course is clear, then without hesit
Prof. Philip R. Uhler returns
aisted for over half a century, and still
to the
rolled his eyes aloft. "Oh, well. I'm
tion drop( her fore feet to the small platcity with the report of a
flourishes, may be taken as proof that
discovery
thinkin' I could get away right now
form and makes the leap. They strik
which he made in the weste
e
the mania for tree climbing endures.
rn Marywith a good hunk o' mutton an' a few
the water with their fore feet exten
land mountains. Three peaks,
ded
"Robinson" was discovered in the
the prin- prati
es, an' a plate o' puddin' an' a bit
and the teed thrown back on the shoul
Sip& one named Buzzard's
Tear 1848 by a man named Guesquin.
Knob, o' a loaf o'
ders, so that the shook is not undul
rye bread an'—an' half a
''own a plateau about six miles
y
It
was then a wild and unfrequented
from gallo
great. They are under water from three
n o' ale-0."
*ha city, reports the Baltimore Amen
spot, seven miles south of Paris, and
a to six seconds; then, with a shake
-can. It was for Prof. Uhler to
of the
mile or two from the pretty little vildiscover
head to clear the eyes, each makes for Office: 306tifiroadway
!bat the three prominences are in
Long-Range Electricity.
Phones:Office 366—Residence 1696.
lages of Sceaux and Fontenay-auxfact
the spot where the mate is standing
'volcanoes, and that they are the
!Prom the Victoria falls to Witwaters- Roses. A lane ran
very
along the side of a King is appar
oldest type of volcanic rock
ently prouder and more
that Is rand, a distance of 700 miles, engineers hill a little below the summit, and was delib
erate than Queen; be goes up the intowed in the United States. .
propose to carry electrical power to bordered by a
huge elm and chestnut cline slowl
y, and pauses at the top tc
These peaks are of a different
form mine South African gold. They are con- tree—an odd corner of the great forest look
about at the crowd of people below,
teem volcanoes like Vesuvius. In
vince
d
the
plan
comme
win
be
rcial
ly which once encircled Paris for many
the
often whinnying apparently to attrael
latter form of volcano molten lava
and successful, especially as the dry climate miles.
attention to himself. He makes the
stones are fereed up by superheate is most favorable, while there Is no Ice
He bought some landthereentirely for
d
more graceful dive of'the two, keeplag
'steam, leaving • deep hole, but
In
the
river
inter
s
to
fere with the work
his own benefit, and not for that of his
In
his fore feet straight, while Queen has
•these craters In western Maryland the hut of the turbines and no snow to break rare guests,
nailed beams to the largest hers doubl
ed when in the 'dr. As soon
down the transmissiOn lines. It is esti- limbs of
whole mountain was originally In
the stateliest tree on his tiny as they
a
come from the water they are
mated
'molten condition and the top crust was
that in the driest season 500,000 estate, some
30 feet above the ground. rubbed dry,
covered witit blankets, end
forced upward in a slorue-shaped form, home power could be developed. The and on these erect
ed a summer house let O. the stable., wher
,they are carefuland such lava as did not escape was available head of water is about 330 reached by a
wood
en stair, _where he ly groomed.
arced out in vents at various places. feet, too a head of l.000 feet could be ob- could sit of
an evening to smoke his
Occasionally we find same one 'he
'The volcanic rock ef the region Is met tained by engineering works of a com- pipe and enjoy
the lovely view of the thinks it is cruel to
parat
"make" horses dive
ively
light
type. This would pro- Seine valley.
al-bearing, and epecimens of gray
from such a height; but the fact Is that
.green and gold copper were found by duce about, 1.000,000,000 horse power
Being hardly more than a couple of' they
do not appear to gbdike It at all,
Dr. Uhler. The domes of the craters At present $15,000,000 Is spent annually hours' walk from
the great University and they certainly like
the
on
Rand for power.
to be in the
-were somewhat elliptical in shape.
of the Sorbonne, it chanced that a stu- water
. How much mere fortunate are
dent who was taking a walk one Sun- they
than many of their kind that have
Chance for the Church.
day afternoon found out the spot. was to do
MEANING OF SURNAMES.
the egardest sort of work from
A miasionary in southwestern Oregon,
pleased with it, and came again, bring- morni
ng
until
apolo
night, and
gizin
g
for
the
often
infre
quency of him ing some of his oomta
Desivation of Bartle of the Family
des. They in upon scanty or insufficient
letters. explains: "My days have
ratica
ls!
been
turn
Names _Familiar in
told others, and in a few weeks These horse
spent In the saddle, and at night
s have the best of care, the
1 ant Guesquin's aerial restaurant beca
Our D:.y.
me a best of fo.xl. and plenty of exercise, and
Other too tired to write or else I have
favorite resort of the collegians.
--PADUCAH
apparently are In the best of health
'WESTERN RENTUCILY PARM
and
Nearly all surnames originally had a so place or opportunity to write at all.
humor. They have been exhi
i,&WI
ISONTIdLY
Last Thu
LOTS FOIL
--74111101HOftler—TberrigrnitIVr
the Atlantic to the Pacific ocean and In
retlque Brii-r-iiii.---REALESTATE JOURNAL AND
- their owners. In a word, they were back, over a rough Mil. Solid virgin
MICE LIS"
Petque brandy is described as a dia- Europe,
FRIS TO EVERYBODY. SIND
alcknames, like "Skinny;" or "Shorty," foreits for 40 miles and not a dwelling
FOR
place to stop. I am now on the north
bolical decoction from a species ot
"Pud," says the Philadelpaia Bulleern
cactus that if left on a desert islan
end of Lake Klamath. Klamath
Love's Labor Lost.
R w
d
county,
Plutudah. Avg.
itself would raise a riot.
the most Southern 011 n t ry in Orego
The automobile rushed down the
FortuPeel Is a surname that shows the
n. It by
Is
lumbe
a
natel
y
for
and
r
road
eivil
—huge, gigantic, sublime. rivet
logging country. The
izadon, this fiery po
original Peel to have been bald. Gram
church is unknown here. God
is not tion has not become an article of com- the fence hung the woman who works
means fat—from the French "grill."
thought of and Sunday Is like
merce, but is distilled and drun
Grant, from "grand." means big.
other
k by hard and long—her husband is at the
days. The church has a great
open door low-grade Mexican half-breeds sae cafe and she has 13 little one,. (An un
An Oliphant should be a clumsy and
In these legions."
renegade whites of olil Mexico,
unwieldy person. This surname was
vim lucky number.) Suddenly upon the
can lay claim to a useful place
"elephant" oriVnally.
is thirteenth came the auto, enseeing,slew
natur
e
only
by
exter
minat
Wast
ing
ed'It at Once.
seen him, and hummed on unknowing. The
The Parkers were keepers of nobleother.—Portland Oregonian.
woman who works hard and long rushe
"I disown you," cried the
amen's parks. The Warners were war.
d
angry paforward with hands, hands made rough
rent; "I shall cut you off with
-Tenors or rabbit tenders. The Barke
a Minrs ting!"
with tell upraised. She passed and
Salt Beef Barred.
prepared bark for tanning. The
La
stood inarticulate—a goddess, a giantess.
"Yes, sir," replied the errin
Indic
ative
of
boucheres were butchers.
the
radic
al changes that
g eon
Then she hurled forth these words of
meekly, "and might I have that
Bell meant
handsome. Cameron
shilling are being made in the British navy is deris
ion, of despair: "Mon Dieu! And
now ?"—Life.
this recent statement by the admiralty:
sseant crooked-nosed. Curtis
meant
"No more contracts for supply of salt I'd just washed him!"—Le Sport, Paris.
z_a•
polite. And Forster meant forester;
beef have been entered into, as it
Accommodating.
Napier, a servant in charge of the
has
taOf Course It Wea.
been decided to abolish this articl
"Very sorry—all my daughters are
ble linen; Palmer, a pilgrim;
e
alWain- ready engaged."
A wedding ceremony bad come to
diet."
of
Cold storage takes the place
wright, a wagon builder; Webst
a.
er, a
close. The mother sniffed convuLeivelp,
"Ale well, never mind; I'll call
weaver; Wright, a carpenter.
again of the beef barrel.
and the bride dabbed her pretty egos
text time there's a vacancy."— Spher
e.
with a handkerchief. One of the
briele0-,
Touched Him.
Wending Matters. maids was also affected to tears.
'Did
Rath
er a Different Thing.
"Haven't you often wondered why'
that magnetic healer do yOst
"Wily do you weep?" asked a grooms"Now, Mr. Green, where are you
IMO many broken dov n widowers watt
g. good?"
lug? Are you training for a race?"
"Yes, he did me good and plenty: man of the bridesmaid; "it's net your
4* get married again!"
wedding!" The girl looked at Itam scorn
"No!" shouted Mr. Green In
merely touched me, and made
'Why, no. Naturally, they want to
me glee fully. "That's the reason. :1,0u
W
stupid I"
"I'M racing lot a traill1"7-43uck,return. UD five dollars."—liouston Post.
eel re-Paired."—BaltImore Americas.
ar_d_Lhe sl&hr!kl,—Ta
1Philadelphia Critic Says Their Ap71gEW ENGLAND APPETITES ARE
pearance Indicates CareNOT DELICATE,
lessatees.
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YOUNG MAN

FlIOM JAPAN. HAND-PRESSED LEMON OIL.

HOME-WRECKING PHONES.

THRONE OF THE CAESARS. IN THE. FIRST CPEN CAR.

E. H.PUP.1 EAR

Knew But, Few Words of English, Only Way of
Extracting the Flavor- One Man at Least Who Wishes Thought to Have Been Found by FsTrue Tate of an Everyday' Incident
Yet Knew How to Be
ing Matter from the Rind
They Had Never Been
elevators in the Ancient
Which Had Romantic Fur.Polite.
of the Fruit.
Invented.
Ruins.
Rooms 5- and 6 Register
.
323 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky
The other day, at a railroad station
"This oil of lemon," said the spice
The official Roman director of excaTelephones, they say, are respona Japanese soung man was uotIcee merchant,
New 'Phone 490.
The girl set in the 1ast seat of the
"is an exquisite thing. It is sible for more broken engagemen
ts vations thinks he has discovered the first open car of the season, looking
among several Amerieans, who wen handpressed-pressed by hand out of and bored husbands than any other throne of the ancient Caesars, reports
eating, that is, bolting, their food 1)3 lemon
back at the long vista of the street SPECIALTIES:
rind. Smell it."
one thing. A aet of men smoking the New York Thies. The_present_to- they were
Abstracting of Titles,
jerks. He knew but few words of Eng
fast leaving
them.
The odor of the clear batell ofir &Mir dinner at
Insurance,
one of the clubs this jesty, ruling from the seven hills, has Her hands were full of behind
. Corporation and
Usk, but managed to call for some informant,
impedimenta,
suggested sunlit lemon week said so, anyeay, and several
Real Estate Law.
of been to see it, and is seemingly not un- though that word is perhaps more cots
oysters and coffee. He ate and drank groyne
miles in extent on a mountairs them are in a vuly of knowing.
One willing to admit its pretensions. The rectly applied to anti .les nearer the
ivith most exquisite manners, and ale side overlookin
g the blue sea.
La literally on the verge of breaking only description of this imperial seat
tracted much attention by his frequent
feet. But a purse, a handkerchief, s
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
"I'll tell you how the oil of lemon is his engagemen
t because the girl in- so far given is that its covering or letter and several e:nall parcels dc
use of "I beg your pardon." When he extracted,
" he said. "A man sits with sists upon calling
ceiling
is
ornamente
beautiful
d with
him up at least
wanted the pepper, upon reaching for a sponge
impede one's progres.s especially 11
in one hand and a piece ol three times a day,
and if he isn't small squares of stucco. It is a raised one be a pretty maid with a pride in
it, he said In a sweet voice to the man fresh
lemon peel in the other. He where she thinks
he should be at dais standing near the chasm of Mar- one's long, much bevelled skirts, re
before whom he had to pass his arm: presses
the peel against the sponge that hour she trails
him until he is cus Curtius, of all the gorges which lates the Chicago Record-Herald.
"I beg your pardon." One coarse fel- giving
Will practice in all courts of Ken..
it finally a certain difficult and located, says
the
New
York Telegram. wrinitle the'surface of the earth the
low, who sat with his hat tilted over dextrous
Her parasol-the first of the ssason
tucky.
twist, and this breaks the His, most strenuous
most
renowned
in
human
story.
game of bridge
too-she placed beside Lisa. She must
one eye, surprised even himself by cells
in the rind, and the oil-theret Is broken into
Voltaire remarked that a throne was have been thinking
at the club by her call
pushing the plate of crackers towar
deep thoughts, tot
only a half drop of it-comes reluct on the phone;
he is made to leave the a composition of boards and velvet, It was with a start tha: ki he signaiee
Um polite little Japanese without even
- Cecil Reed
I C. Flournoy
antly out upon the sponge.
giving
thus a sign of its generally the conductor to stop the
ticker to hear her dulcet voice amid
being asked. He did not look up. as
ear -a start
"When the sponge has taken up the the
meretiricio
us
transient
character.
and
shouts
of
operators on the floor
that showed she had a.1110,,t forgutte:
if ashamed of being caught in the
dribbling. of about a hundred rinds, it of the
exchange to ask if he still loves That of the Caesars, however, stands her destination,
act.
is wet enough to be squeezed out. An her.
As though this were not enough, In history for solidity and ought to be
She alighted hurriedly.
Conversing afterward with the young ounce
Tele ea,*
or so of clear and fragrant oil she call him
in the morning before he in its elements as enduring as marble started. Then a Mee fiutc
man from Japan he admitted that he
,r the
then flows from it.
or
adamant.
Probably we shall hear burdened hands, a gasp that v.oa al Rooms to, it and 12, Columbia Bldg.
goes downtown, and if ever there was
knew leas than 100 words of our lan"There is no way to extract this oil a
man on the verge of riot it is this all about it one of these days, and per- most' audible, and an agonized con
guage. I beg your pardon, thank you,
PADUCAH, KY.
withiu a lemon rind except by squeez- one.
haps some American millionaire will traction or the pretty
If you please and you are very kind
brows told tbs
ing and twisting the rind by hand. It
try
to import it and give it a place man who had
The curious part of it is the girl,
were phraees he could speak very dissat beeede her that sh.
takes the rinds of about 1,200 lemons
had forgotten something besides ths
who is old enough to know better, among his artistic treasures.
tinctly, and by means of them made
to make one pound of oil.
Lorenzo
the Magnificent proposed to destination.
cannot be made to realize that sahis way wherever he went.
"Did you, by the way, ever watch $
Attorney at Law.
He was a man who thought quickly
tiety is fatal and that, no matter how bring the Holy Sepulcher from JerusaPoliteness costs nothing and Is the
bartender hold a piece of lemon peel
much a man may care for her, be does lem and set it up as a detail of the In an instant he had seen, seized, am
passport to every good in life. It never
over a cocktail, and give the peel a
not enjoy the sentiment during busi- Menlcean tomb, still the proudest of held aloft her parasol. She noddee
falls to bring returns. This Jap was
sudden, quick twist? Well, he W&A
Paducah,
Room No. 5,
ness hours. Moreover, he does not Florentine decorations. Bringing hith- vigorously, motioning him to throw
unlike a little American girl I know,
then flavoring the cocktail with oil ol
Kentucky.
care to have the yoke wired on, not er the Caesars' throne would hardly be to her. It was all done quickly, bu Columbia Bldg.
aged five.
lemon, though the quantity he extract
even by telephone, and women who a more ambitious exploit, though Rome the car, pitiless as time, was movine
Recently her father brought home a
ed was so small as to be quite Inaba*
humorous book, teaching politeness by
are prone to do this 'will do well to may be expected to battle against the steadily, relentlessly away from her
ble
showing the shockingly bad manners
grasp the fact and let the man feel one as Jerusalem did, and successfully, The space between it an her was con OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GFtEGOle
"Imagine doing that bartender twits'
against the other.
stanity increasing.
el •family of children.
free, oven if he Isn't.
until you had collected a quart or so cs
First and last, no doubt, the line of
The man hesitated. It was such
"Edna," he said, "I bore these funny
As for bored husbands: When they
this rare oil."
the Caesars sat on
innumerable pretty parasol. Such ruffles of chifpictures and stories will help you to be
are called at the office or afterward
benches of pride, the luster from then) fon.
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more polite."
every time they are late coming home,
She was re:Slowing the car at a little
Its of no use, papa. It will tat SCENTED LUBRICATING OIL or when the office boy is called upon only second to that of "the living
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
throne; the sapphire blaze." The Im- dog trot, but it was leaving her
more than a book to teach me mem, Used
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for the Bearings of the Deli- by an irate or distracted wife to fur- perial suggestum unearthed by Prof. behind
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almost
nem. You can't teach an old dog *WO
reached
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the
nish information, the men after a bit
cate Drills Employed by
Boni in the Forum is but one ol next corner.
tricks."
grew hot in that region of the anatomy
Dentists.
these, as Britain's royal chair, going
The man waved the parasol at the New Phone 114.
Old Phone 484.
known as the collar. But many wives
back more or less authentically to the conducttr. The car stopped. Every
MORAL VIEW OF "TIPS."
"No, we don't perfume axle grease, seem to be ()envious to the effect and times of Alfred, and still preserved, is one watched
while he ran to the Con
trouble reigns in the household.
not the only one which the line of ner, ca.efully placed the fluffy, forgot J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLER,
Philosophical /may Distributed be nor do we scent the oil used on the
Fixed and immovable habits of deJournals of freight cars" said the deal.
British sovereignty has pressed by a ten thing on the sidewalk, then ran
the Guests of a Summer
sr, ,"but there is one lubricating oil votion, by the way, sometimes have good many. A single indubitable seat Lack to the car.
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that we do scent, and that is the fine their drawbacks. A certain man who which had received the crowned CaesThe girl waved her hand id...grateful
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ars, one after another, from Octavius recognition. He waved his in-renunAt one of the summer resorts when oil used on dentists' drills.
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beauof
ending of the line, would be a elation, perhaps.
hotel Hie comes very near being robbed
the phone every day without fail from trophy
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of all its terser', the following circuits tiful workmanship, are made nowahis
office
since
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were first of history till all its dim courts and sonic young negro
days for use In every possible position.
is given to the guests:
stooped to pick it
installed. He does not care if she is aisles
up and courteously handed it to her
were flooded with its radiance.
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not
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ceded. lips are given for one or more possible by the daintiest little bevel
CORN AT THREE DOLLARS. you.,,
gearing you ever saw, within the drill Wishes anything. There have been
But he was not a fairy prince-they ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
of the following reasons:
head. Others are set at an obtuse days when for one reason or another
Practice in all the courts of OW
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Price.
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Is vanity.
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or from the front or the back or the has either fallen dead of heart failafter.
charity.
Perhaps he was
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Sunday School Convention,
Last evening Rev. William BourLured from a happy home in a
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Cairo, 24.4; falling.
quirr, of the German Evengelicai dead tree near Galesburg, Ill.,
two
Chaattariooga,
falling.
4.5;
church of this city, and Rev. Ge- big owls were brought by William
Cairo 1Md retunn on the
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of a
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EYES TESTED FREE
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You will have to buy more COAL this season. Why not buy

TRADEWATER COAL

Littleville Revival.
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So you will know where to get the REST COAL for NEXT WINTER?
Lump 13c, Nut 12c.
Both Telephones 254.
Foot of
01110
Street.

West Kentucky-.
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Incorporated.
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